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Abstract: Emerging technologies are principal factors facilitating the predicted transformative changes that the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution is anticipated to generate during the 21st Century. Quantum computing is an 

emerging technology accelerating and necessitating innovations in cybersecurity. This quantitative and qualitive 

research analyzed current innovations involving quantum-computing-based cybersecurity and their implications 

for national security. We reviewed relevant post-quantum schemes against current technologies, emerging 

technologies, and standards; our evaluation derived the characteristics of those schemes towards their potential 

impact on the global community. The study further examined how quantum superiority has introduced a quantum 

arms race among nations seeking supremacy and how it intensifies the probability of nation-state conflict. Our 

findings and recommendations revealed an alarming research and adoption gap between quantum-computing-

based cybersecurity and other quantum research. The research’s resulting recommendations identify apposite 

approaches for addressing national and international conflict. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

Technology, whether analog or digital, has always been and will always be a critical factor in geopolitical change. In the 

21st Century, emerging technology is a principal factor in the “fourth industrial revolution” [1],[2]. It will provoke a 

change in the global order by challenging the authority, sovereignty, and capacity of governments. This transformation of 

geopolitical influence influences a range of government responses, each embedded in a nation‟s specific political 

structure, relative economic strength, and broader global ambitions. The emerging technologies developed in the fourth 

industrial revolution will force dominant governments to acknowledge and adapt to the realization that they may no 

longer be able to exert their superpower status and influence on the global stage. A specific emerging technology is poised 

to intensify nation-state conflict, quantum computing. Nation states achieving quantum supremacy, are envisaged to be 

considered „cyber superpowers‟ analogous to the nuclear superpowers of the cold war [3].  

Contemporary computers are designed and built by means of classical Newtonian mechanics [4]; future computers will be 

designed and built using quantum mechanics [5]. A contemporary computer, known also as a classical computer, 

processes data using the limited binary states of either a one or zero. Classical computers store data in those binary states 

as a binary digit or bit for short. Quantum computers store data in a quantum bit, or qubit for short is equivalent to the 

classical computer‟s bit.  Except quantum computers process data using limitless states by exploiting the superposition 

principle, a fundamental feature of quantum mechanics. The superposition principle permits the storage of information as 

continuous variables rather than discrete, binary variables. Classical computers can only store data in 0s and 1s, and all 

the calculations they perform are effectively combinations of 0s and 1s. Quantum computers can store data as a 
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probabilistic distribution of an infinite number of values between 0 and 1. If the problem to be solved is formulated in 

such a way that the results of non-relevant calculations cancel each other out, the correct answers can be quickly found 

from simultaneous calculations. Quantum computers will correspondingly be able to perform calculations and factoring 

operations more effectively than classical computers, this demarcates the definition of quantum supremacy [6].  

Endeavoring to achieve „competitive-market supremacy‟ [7] technology companies are investing heavily in the 

development of their quantum computers [8]. Quantum computers are fundamentally different from contemporary 

computers and supercomputers being used by technology companies such as Google, IBM, and Facebook. Google 

announced at the end of 2019, that their Sycamore quantum computer had performed a calculation in just a few minutes 

that would be practically impossible for their most powerful supercomputer to solve. Google‟s competitor, IBM criticized 

the experiment and denied the significance of the results. Sycamore‟s achievement nonetheless represents a key milestone 

in the development of quantum computing. Nation-states are also investing heavily in quantum computers (Fig. 1), 

endeavoring to achieve „geopolitical-quantum supremacy‟ [9]. To date, the preponderance of nation state quantum 

development has consistently focused on cryptography [10]. Current encryption created using classical computing is 

vulnerable to impending quantum computing capabilities. It is projected that a single quantum computer would break the 

strongest of encryption schemes in less time than classical computers [11]. Nation states are currently developing post-

quantum cryptography [10]. Development of quantum-resistant algorithms and technologies could provide a means of 

defense for nations, such a solution is not viable for those states without the economic or technological ability to defend 

against attackers using quantum computers. Due to the potentially devastating security compromises that could result 

from such an occurrence, governments around the world in the USA, China, Russia, and India have each invested billions 

of dollars into quantum computing research. While their total quantum computing budget is not known, China has spent 

$10 billion on their National Laboratory for Quantum Information Sciences alone. The United States has accelerated their 

research and development of quantum computing science and its applications in technology through the National 

Quantum Initiative Act (NQIA). The NQIA provided $1.275 billion in funding. The European Union and India have 

committed over $1 billion into the field, putting them in the top tier of countries invested in quantum computing (Fig. 1). 

Attempts to achieve quantum supremacy by industries or governments, intensifies tensions of international implications 

necessitating analysis of related cybersecurity consequences. 

II.   SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

This study conducted an extensive qualitatively examination of data sourced from a retrospective review of published 

research, policy, and standards from authoritative resources. The scope was limited to current research obtained from IOP 

Science, IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, Google Scholar, Scopus, Academia, ResearchGate, and resources.data.gov to 

provide a current landscape in quantum computing, with emphasis on research involving cybersecurity. This survey is not 

an exhaustive list of all quantum research nor an introduction to the field. This research does not review the conceptions 

or misconceptions of quantum computing‟s computational power; particularly compared to classical computing. 

Adequately abridged studies already exist [12]. The “unidentified problems” that are implicated due to quantum 

computing is the focus of this study. We made a concerted effort to focus on clarifying misconceptions and to identify 

underrepresented research. 

III.   PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Quantum computing cybersecurity represents only a fraction of overall quantum computing research [13]. Cybersecurity 

is a broad field of study, only a fraction of it is concentrating quantum computing opportunities and risks; the most 

prominent being cryptography [14]. Cryptography is the practice of encoding information to secure a line of 

communication between two or more parties through an untrusted medium to ensure security and confidentiality. How 

secure this method is when implemented is contingent on the capabilities of current classical computing. As more 

powerful computers become available, the efficacy of the existing methods is predicted to be ineffective. Fundamentally, 

cryptography bases its security on the inability to devise an efficient solution to complex problems and the inability of a 

person or machine to compute quickly enough to a brute-force attack. Classical computers are by current standards 

„speedy‟, but even with their speed, cryptographic standards with large enough keys size will take decades if not centuries 

to break. As computing power advances, the keys historically have increased in size to add additional complexity to 

ensure next-generation computers cannot break them. It is a historical solution that has been used for decades. However, 

with the exponential increase in computing power that quantum computing is projected to bring, this strategy will fail as 
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quantum computers will use more efficient schemes such as Grover‟s and Shor‟s algorithms. To corroborate this belief, 

the National Security Agency (NSA) funded a project to build a quantum computer capable of running Shor's Algorithm, 

allowing them to decrypt and record private Internet communications. The NSA‟s interest supposes that a quantum 

computer running Shor‟s algorithm would be capable of surveilling communications in other countries with ease if the 

other countries in question have not implemented quantum encryption algorithms. There is an arms race amongst nations 

and corporations attempting to develop quantum computers; primarily between the United States, China, and the 

European Union [15]. In 2017, the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology launched a post-quantum 

cryptography project designed to identify quantum-resistant public-key cryptographic algorithms [16]. In 2019, 

cyberespionage between the USA and China over quantum technology reached a significant milestone. The University of 

Science and Technology of China (USTC) achieved quantum supremacy with their own optical quantum computer. U.S. 

intelligence revealed that the Chinese government was making systematic efforts to steal and exploit the USA‟s federally 

funded research in quantum technology [17]. To develop their own quantum technology workforce, China sent scientists 

to conduct research in leading quantum technology labs across the USA for training on the condition that they would 

return to China on demand. Later, the Chinese government would recall the scientists to China to work on their local 

quantum technology projects, allowing them to capitalize on the knowledge and expertise the scientists gained from their 

research experience in the U.S. In January 2020, USTC announced that it had engineered an 80 kilogram 'ground station' 

capable of communicating with quantum satellites in orbit around the Earth. Implicated was the USTC, the same 

university that achieved quantum supremacy days after Google pioneered the achievement. China now leads the 

international community in “non-hackable quantum-enabled satellites” and possesses the world‟s fastest supercomputers. 

Efforts to institutionalize international cooperation on cyber governance lag. This is largely due to states‟ reluctance to 

restrict their sovereign control of cyberspace and uncertainty remains regarding the overall economic and national security 

impact of quantum research and development. The technologies that are anticipated from quantum computing will play a 

role in national security concerns. Quantum computers capable of undermining current cryptography are likely at least a 

decade off, but they are already introducing risks which nation states need to confront. The United States has publicly 

announced that more research is required to understand the national security implications of quantum [18] but there is 

alarming incongruity between quantum computing research and accompanying cybersecurity solutions. 

 

Figure 1: Estimated Quantum Funding Worldwide in 2022 

IV.   RESEARCH FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Our research revealed that quantum computing research and development is accelerating (Fig. 2). In 2022, IBM plans to 

release a 433-qubit processor called Osprey. By 2023, the company plans to release a 1,121-qubit processor called 

Condor. By the time Condor is released, IBM believes they will achieve quantum supremacy. In 2022, Microsoft plans to 

provide quantum access the cloud called Azure Quantum. This platform will provide companies access to quantum 

resources without the need for infrastructure and high expenses. The global quantum effort leading to research and 

innovation in quantum science and technology is continually rising with current worldwide investments reaching almost 
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$30 billion (Fig. 1). Overall, the global quantum technology market is projected to reach $42.4 billion by 2027 [19]. 

Quantum computing will lead the market at $16.1 billion by 2027 and 39.4% compound annual growth rate. North 

America will be the biggest regional market for quantum technologies overall. China will lead the Asian Pacific quantum 

technology market at $5.41 billion by 2027 with 38.5% compound annual growth rate. Germany will lead the European 

quantum technology market at $3.6 billion by 2027 with 33.1% compound annual growth rate [20]. In 2020, the White 

House stated that it intends to double non-defense quantum funding to $1.2 billion by 2022 [21].  

 

Figure 2: Quantum Computing Research Projects 

The threat landscape is predicted to also accelerate. Researchers advise that the nation that first wins the quantum arms 

race will be able to protect their secrets with a higher level of security than other nation states and will have unconstrained 

access to those states that have lost it [22]. The scientific race is increasing towards quantum computing cybersecurity 

solutions with claims to solve high-margin problems previously intractable by conventional computational methods. 

Quantum computing innovations are predominately comprised of a synthesis of off-the shelf components with proprietary 

software and hardware [23]. The quantum race and capacity to mitigate against quantum threats, signifies a chronological 

extension of state power and advantage of global influence for first adopters [24]. The following research findings 

represents current innovations and implicit recommendations towards assuring nation state security. 

Quantum Anti-Malware 

Researchers have developed solutions using Qiskit framework as a basis for developing quantum computer programs that 

can be extended with the antivirus and pattern matching features [25] as well as implementing protocols approximating 

the “paranoid” classical protocols employed in military systems [26]. If quantum communication networks increase, they 

will likely be subject to a new type of attack by hackers, virus makers, and other malicious intruders. Research shows, it is 

possible to perform a fault injection attack using crosstalk on quantum computers when victim and attacker circuits are 

instantiated as co-tenants on the same quantum computer [25]. Attacks will target quantum logic gates, quantum states, 

and quantum algorithms. In comparison with classical information processing, there are more ways to attack quantum 

information processing, because due to superposition, quantum states contain more concurrent conditions than their 

classical counterparts. It is assumed quantum error correction will not be sufficient to detect quantum malware, as it is 

designed to deal with small errors. The same holds true for quantum dynamical decoupling [26] or other types of Zeno-

effect like interventions [27]. Researchers introduce the concept of “quantum malware” [28]. Quantum malware may 

appear in the form of a quantum logic gate, or even as a whole quantum algorithm designed and controlled by the 

attackers. In comparison with classical information processing, there are more ways to attack in quantum information 

processing, because quantum states contain more degrees of freedom than their classical counterparts. The critical 

characteristic of quantum malware is that it would be comprised of quantum machine-language which encodes quantum 

logic gates and measurements. A prominent attack vector for quantum malware is to exploit the probabilistic protocol for 

quantum message authentication, secure quantum virtual private network, assumes that the sender and receiver are not 

subject to attacks by a third party at least while sending and measuring quantum states. The quantum aspect to this 

protocol preserves entanglement across the network. Defenders have access to three types of qubits; data qubits, which 

can be either online or offline; decoy qubits, which are online when the data qubits are offline; ancilla qubits, which are 

always offline. There six steps in the protocol, starting from the first network cycle (Fig. 3). The top row dots are data 

qubits, the middle row dots are ancillas, and the bottom row dots are decoy qubits. Initially (1), the system is offline. 

When data qubits are connected by straight lines (2), the system is online. The curly lines (2) represent entangled qubits. 

The time at which the network is turned on is random and unknown to the malware makers, and the duration too short for 
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them to interfere. In the ultrashort step (3) the network is off and the state of data and ancilla qubits is swapped, as 

represented by the vertical straight lines. The decoy qubits may be under attack. (4) decoy qubits are subject to a malware 

attack. In all attacks, (5) the data and decoy qubits are reset, and the data qubits swapped with the ancilla qubits. Top row 

data qubits (6) indicate the end of a network cycle, and the start of a new cycle. Bottom part of the diagram illustrates the 

solution‟s timeline of the protocol. Improvement in the robustness of the stored quantum information is possible by 

replacing the SWAP operation with an encoding of each data qubit into a quantum error-detecting code. This enables the 

application for quantum fault tolerance and allows the defenders to check whether the data has been modified, via the use 

of quantum error detection.  

 

Figure 3: Qiskit Anti-Malware Extension and Qubit Based Anti-Malware Protocol 

Quantum BotNet Detection 

Scientists from the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy has funded work of hybrid quantum-

classical deep learning model for cybersecurity applications such as botnet detection [29]. Quantum Artificial Intelligence 

(QAI) and Quantum Machine Learning (QML) are core components (Fig. 4) of the hybrid quantum deep learning to 

provide cybersecurity towards botnet detection [30]. Research results revealed that quantum deep learning model 

performed faster than the classical model: accuracy up to 94,7% (n=100) and 93,9% (n=1,000). While initial random seed 

values affected accuracy, the combination of Angle Embedding and Strongly Entangled ansatz delivered a high accuracy: 

maximum and average accuracy 94.7% and 91.4% respectively. The QML utilizes a parameterized quantum circuits 

(PQCs) approach with and added quantum layer between the Dropout and Dense layer. This hybrid quantum-classical 

generative model combines a parameterized quantum circuit with a classical neural net. The quantum Pennylane software 

framework provides an interface for quantum computers from providers such as IBM, Google, or Microsoft. The goal 

given for using a quantum computer in in the generator is that it is proposed that quantum computers can more efficiently 

sample from distributions classically loading and processing large amounts of high-dimensional data which is currently 

unsuitable for noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices. The overall quantum generator is given by Gq(z;θ,φ,ν) = 

W[gq(z;θ,ν);φ], z ∼ U(−π,π).  

 

Figure 4: Quantum Based Botnet Comparative Efficiency 
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Quantum Key Exchanges 

Currently, the most robust and prevalent quantum protocol is Quantum Key Distribution (QKD), which utilizes concepts 

from the Heisenberg‟s uncertainty principle and the no-cloning theorem to allow for two parties to communicate together 

securely over an unsecure channel. Quantum keys are then encoded bit-by-bit over single photons and transmitted as a 

stream of photons via a quantum channel, such as fiber-optic or free space optics. A hacker trying to intercept the photon 

stream in the quantum link will be unsuccessful. This is because any interruption or modification to the photons will alter 

the encoded state of the photon and therefore, causing detectable error. Using the quantum entanglement and 

superposition, the sender and receiver can set up a system to detect eavesdropping over the quantum channel. Based on 

the level of error that was caused by eavesdropping, the two parties can determine if the key has been compromised. If so, 

the sender and receiver can terminate their communication. The one major hurdle of QKD is that photon transmission is 

limited to approximately 60 miles, in which a network of trusted nodes needs to be created to allow keys to be shared over 

long distances and with multiple users. The two main protocols of utilizing QKD include BB84 and E91. Researchers 

have proposed that Supersingular Isogeny Diffie Hellman (SIDH) to overcome this limit. SIDH is a quantum robust key-

exchange protocol that builds upon the concepts of elliptic curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) [30]. The added complexity 

from ECDH is provided through isogeny, a morphism of algebraic groups. With classical computing elliptic curve 

cryptography (ECC), the security stemmed from the difficultly to determine the integer value, given two points on the 

same elliptic curve, A and C, such that C =  A. ECC isogeny conceptually is similar, with some added complexity. A 

function is created to map a point A in E1 to a point C in E2; this function is an isogeny (Fig. 5). For SIDH, the public key 

is the elliptic curve. The shared secret between the sender and receiver is the isogeny function. For key exchange, the 

sender and receiver mix their isogeny function with the public key to create a secret curve [31]. SIDH in the field of 

quantum-resilient cryptography is believed to have more robustness. The core idea in SIDH is to compose two random 

walks on an isogeny graph of elliptic curves in such a way that the end node of both ways of composing is the same. The 

black dots represent curves grouped in the same isomorphism classes represented by light circles (Fig. 6). Function 1 

(e.g., Ea) takes the orange path ending up on a curve in a separate isomorphism class than Function 2 (e.g., Eb) after 

taking the dark blue path ending on Eb. SIDH is secure as it is parametrized in a way that Ea and Eb will always end up in 

different isomorphism classes. 

 

           Figure 5: ECC Isogeny                Figure 6: Supersingular Isogeny Diffie-Hellman 

With quantum supremacy, comes the compromise the security of many commonly used cryptographic algorithms. 

Quantum computers are predicted to break many public-key cryptosystems, including RSA, DSA, and elliptic curve 

cryptosystems. These cryptosystems are used to implement digital signatures and key establishment and play a crucial 

role in ensuring the confidentiality and authenticity of communications on the Internet and other networks. Due to this 

concern, most of the quantum cybersecurity-based research involves post-quantum cryptography (PQC). To implement 

PQC, public-key cryptography is replaced with quantum key distribution (QKD). The main advantage of this approach is 

that the security relies not on any computational assumptions but the laws of quantum physics. In QKD, legitimate users 

have pre-shared authentication keys and control the communication channel. They establish a QKD protocol that allows 

them to obtain a raw quantum key, which contains some errors and some information about the key that is potentially 

known to the adversary. In the QKD security proofs, it is assumed that all errors in raw quantum keys are due to 

eavesdropping, users initiate the post-processing procedure using the authenticated public channel. As a result, users have 

a key for applications, which is proven to be theoretically secure against arbitrary attacks, including the quantum ones 
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[32]. QKD-generated keys can be used for conventional symmetric encryption, such as AES, and used to frequently 

refresh keys. The largest QKD network is by now deployed in China, which spans 4600 km and includes the link between 

the cities of Shanghai, Hefei, Jinan, and Beijing and a satellite link spanning 2600 km between two space observatories 

[33].   

Quantum Firewalls 

A quantum based virtual firewall was developed using quViCE (Quantum Virtual Computing Environment) and quC 

(Quantum Converter) components to provision quantum resources to architect a software firewall and to convert bits into 

quBits and quBits into bits (Fig. 7). The main problem quViCE attempts to address is virtual network traffic [34]. In many 

virtual networks when many virtual machines are connected the network traffic is going to a very high and sometimes 

because of that network traffic very important operations are delayed. The quantum virtual firewall allows managing the 

network security of the virtual infrastructure per-virtual machine basis, defining network traffic rules, and hardening the 

security of the quantum virtual computing environment. The firewall utilizes a Tree- Rule firewall technique, which filters 

packets in a tree-like way based on their attributes such as IP address and protocols. The proposed advantage of the 

quantum virtual firewall is that will provide power to control the bandwidth utilization of each virtual machine in the 

infrastructure, preventing overutilization and denial of service to critical applications due quantum incoherence, or the 

quantum noise problem [35]. The solution introduces Quantum Pseudo-Telepathy as a property of certain games which 

allows winning strategies only for players capable of using quantum information [36]. Topical studies tackle the question 

of the robustness of the effect against noise due to imperfect measurements on the coherent quantum state. Recent work 

has shown an exponential enhancement in the communication cost of nonlinear distributed computation, due to 

entanglement, when the communication channel itself is restricted to be linear.  

 

Figure 7: Quantum Based Firewall Components 

Quantum Intrusion Detection Systems 

Research on quantum beetle swarm algorithm optimized (QBSO) artificial intelligence and machine learning for intrusion 

detection leverages heuristic anomaly approach to improve detection accuracy (Fig. 8) [37]. Researchers explored 

Quantum Algorithms applied to Intrusion Detection Systems to propose Quantum Intrusion Detection System which is a 

fusion of classical and quantum techniques. Previous research proposed quantum vaccine immune clonal algorithm with 

the estimation of distribution algorithm (QVICA) as a replacement classification algorithm for the intrusion detection 

systems. It compared classification algorithm based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) on data sets to propose 

performance-based improvements higher classification accuracy than the best value of the PSO based algorithm using the 

same parameters [38]. Classification accuracy values obtained at the different experiments showed the ability of the 

algorithm of achieving high classification accuracy. Quantum Support Vector Machines, hybrid Quantum Classical 

Neural Networks, and a two-circuit ensemble model running parallel on two quantum processing units. Their work 

demonstrates quantum models‟ effectiveness in supporting current and future cybersecurity systems by obtaining 

performances close to 100%, being 96% the worst-case scenario [39]. QBSO combines the advantages of quantum 

computing and swarm intelligence algorithms to improve the k-means algorithm and make the k-means algorithm 

converge towards the global optimal direction. The proposed algorithm was tested on several standard datasets from 

University of California Irvine Machine Learning Repository for cluster analysis and its performance is compared with 

other well-known algorithms [40]. QVICA with the Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) was proposed to build a 
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new Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). The proposed algorithm is used as classification algorithm of the new 

NIDS where it is trained and tested using the QVICA with EDA data set. The new NIDS was compared with a detection 

system based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) and results showed the ability of the proposed algorithm of achieving 

high intrusions classification accuracy where the highest obtained accuracy is 94.8 % [38]. The growth and development 

of solutions for the Internet of Things (IoT) has created issues that Quantum IDS is ideally suited [41].  

 

Figure 8: Quantum Beetle Swarm Algorithm Optimized (QBSO) 

Quantum Risk Analysis 

The current method of choice for performing risk analysis is variance of the Monte Carlo simulation [42]. This classical 

method is useful when computing expectation values or risk measures of functions depending on random 

parameters. However, value at risk (VaR) calculations are computationally intensive due the width of the confidence 

interval scales. Many different runs are needed to achieve a representative distribution of the portfolio value. Amplitude 

estimation is a quantum algorithm used to estimate an unknown parameter and converges that are achieved more easily 

with quantum processing. The Monte Carlo method‟s convergence rate (i.e.: the rate at which the desired accuracy is 

approached) scales as the inverse of the square root of the number of samples (one sample corresponds to one set of 

parameter values). Researchers at IBM Quantum developed a quantum algorithm that converges at a rate proportional to 

the inverse of the number of samples. The innovation employed a quantum amplitude estimation to evaluate risk measures 

such as VaR and Conditional Value at Risk on a gate-based quantum computer. A Canadian company adopted the 

innovation to provide quantum risk assessments to prevent quantum security threats to their IT infrastructure. They 

propose a model for evaluating quantum risk using a six-phase process consistent with risk assessment models from 

NIST, and incorporates Mosca‟s “x, y, z” quantum risk model [43]. It provides a basis for an organization to address 

quantum risk proactively, to build a roadmap to a quantum safe state, and to implement and validate quantum safe 

solutions as part of normal life cycle management rather than as a response to a crisis. Quantum Fourier Transform is 

applied to measure state (Fig. 5) where the Hadamard gate denotes the inverse Quantum Fourier Transform on m qubits. 

This approach provided a significant increase in speed over established classical algorithms by speeding up risk 

assessment through quantum algorithms; a quadratic speedup compared with current method Monte Carlo simulations. 

   

Figure 9: Quantum Circuit for Amplitude Estimation for Risk Analysis 
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V.   DISCUSSION 

Ten thousand eight hundred results were returned in Google Scholar for “post quantum cybersecurity solutions” search. 

Of those results, five hundred ninety-four (99.94%) were focused on some aspect of cryptography (to include blockchain). 

Globally there are 245 Quantum Computing startups and globally there are 66 quantum computing in cybersecurity 

companies of the top 10. However, all top 10 are quantum encryption [14]. Despite the promising developments in 

advances in quantum-proof encryption technology and innovations addressing theorized threats, quantum computing 

cybersecurity is still an emerging field with alarming gaps in research. While both quantum and post-quantum 

cryptography undergo active standardization processes [44], the standardization of the post-quantum cryptography 

currently is centered around the NIST initiative. NIST recognizes that some users may wish to deploy systems that use 

“hybrid modes,” which combine post-quantum cryptographic algorithms with existing cryptographic algorithms, which 

may not be post-quantum and issued a call for proposals for standardization [45]. NSA Cybersecurity reviewed the 

security analysis and performance characteristics of the proposals. They advise that lattice-based schemes with strong 

dependence on well-studied mathematical problems and hash-based signatures are suitable for only certain niche solutions 

[46].  NSA continues to evaluate the usage of cryptography solutions to secure the transmission of data in National 

Security Systems. NSA does not recommend the usage of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) and PQC for securing the 

transmission of data in National Security Systems (NSS) unless limitations are overcome as they state systems capable of 

Quantum Key Distribution cannot be scaled efficiently and might not ever become widely available to consumers [46].   

Even though research has made significant progress in cryptography, it has not addressed the security of data at rest [47].  

While there has been innovations quantum computing cybersecurity, there is growing need for global cooperation 

regarding cyberattacks and cyberwarfare [48], [49]. Cyberwar is a reality. In 2007, Estonia suffered what was at the time 

the most comprehensive cyberattack in history. Using the method of “distributed denial-of-service” (DDoS), Russian-

backed operatives maintained the assault for approximately twenty-two days, causing blackouts in Estonia‟s major 

commercial banks, telecoms, media outlets, and other essential government servers. An attack from a quantum computer 

could be fundamentally different [50]. The DDoS attack against Estonia was a form of technological carpet-bombing, a 

quantum computer attack can be far more precise, a clinically efficient sniper. In the future, quantum computers could not 

only be focused on denying access, infiltrating, and gaining access to steal, alter or destroy information, it could be used 

to exponentially effect destruction through quantum enhanced DDoS. Had a quantum computing attack been employed in 

Estonia in 2007, the citizens could have faced far greater consequences, potentially including the absolute loss of 

confidential information necessary for functioning in a national economy. Despite discourse on cyberwarfare and the law 

of international armed conflict since 2001 [51], it was not until the 2007 cyberattacks on Estonia that the international 

community moved to discuss cyberspace as a domain of war [52], [53]. Action was also a result, in response to those 

attacks, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) established the Cooperative Cyber Defense Centre of Excellence 

(CCDCOE) in Tallin, Estonia [54].  

Congress should establish a national quantum research task force, analogous to the AI research task force that was 

established as part of the National AI Research Resource Task Force Act of 2020 [55]. This task force should be from 

academia, government, and industry and create a roadmap to establish a national quantum computing cloud that provides 

researchers with affordable access to high-end quantum computing resources in a secure cloud environment, as well as the 

necessary expertise they need to exploit this resource. The roadmap would be a first step in developing this resource by 

detailing how to build, deploy, fund, and govern a national quantum computing cloud. Congress should establish a 

National Quantum Research Cloud. Few researchers outside of government and large research corporations and 

organizations have access to quantum computers. Access to these systems through quantum clouds will increase research 

while also allowing policy pundits to observe trends in innovations to propose national security policies with greater 

emphasis on quantum computing cybersecurity. 

VI.   CONCLUSION 

Quantum cyberwarfare has become a reality among nation states [56]. Quantum supremacy will be achieved [57]. There 

is a now greater need to address the impact of quantum computing on cybersecurity as the technology evolves. More 

focus needs to address cybersecurity and related policy. The apposite approach for the United States is the NSTC‟s 

Subcommittee on Quantum Information Science (SCQIS) which currently coordinates Federal research and development 

in quantum information science and related technologies. SCQIS should develop agency-level plans and policies to 
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address gaps in quantum cybersecurity. This would foster new innovations and adoptions, such as those identified in this 

study, to better align transformative cybersecurity systems, including quantum-resistant cryptography, with wider 

developments in quantum computing. Quantum enabled security needs to assure nation states that this new, 

unprecedented computational power, is developed with the appropriate standards of accuracy, reliability, and privacy. 

While major efforts have been directed towards defining cyber operations within the scope of armed conflict, developed 

nations continue to experience substantial economic losses because of international cybercrime and cyberespionage. A 

report by the Center for Strategic and International Studies reports the economic costs of malicious cyber activity as 

averaging 0.8% of global gross domestic product. The use of cyber operations to economically cripple a nation appears to 

be a viable means of conducting cyberwarfare. The apposite international approach to preclude cyberwarfare is through 

updating an existing Treaty certified during the Budapest Convention [51].  The Budapest Convention was the Council of 

Europe‟s first regulatory instrument to address crimes committed via the internet and other computer networks. Also 

known as the Treaty 185: Convention on Cybercrime, it is the first international treaty seeking to address Internet and 

computer crime by harmonizing national laws, improving investigative techniques, and increasing cooperation among 

nations. Ratified in 2001, the treaty‟s main objective, set out in the preamble, is to pursue a common criminal policy 

aimed at the protection of society against cybercrime (CoE 2001). Due to the treaty‟s twenty-year legacy and eighty-plus 

signatories, it is the most effective instrument to advance international consensus and cooperation on quantum computing 

related cybersecurity. Nation states endeavoring to achieve „geopolitical-quantum supremacy‟ will need to collectively 

identify strengths and focus areas, as well as gaps and opportunities, of international actors to better understand the 

evolving international quantum landscape from both technical and policy perspectives.  

VII.   FUTURE RESEARCH 

Emerging technologies developed for commercial use are increasingly being proposed for defense, creating regulatory 

challenges. Protecting nation-state interests reply upon proper governance in development to prevent unintentional 

vulnerabilities from being exploited.  

Although there have been large cryptographic research projects involving post-quantum security, our research found there 

is lacking projects focusing on blockchain. There are no post-quantum blockchain algorithms that provide, at the same 

time, small key size, short signature/hash sizes, fast execution, low computational complexity, and low energy 

consumption. Such factors are especially critical for resource-constrained embedded devices like the ones used with the 

IoT. Future research should focus on policies ensure compliance with laws and regulations, give guidance for decision-

making, and streamline internal processes.  

Since the 1950s, the United States has depended on its technological advantage as a key component of national security 

[58]. Careful consideration needs to be applied to ensure consistent application of existing classification and export 

control mechanisms will still provide the largest amount of information possible to American universities and industry 

about actions related to quantum research to encourage economic opportunities, protect intellectual property while still 

defending national-security-relevant interests. The growth in purely commercial technology can make it difficult to even 

identify which technology could have national security implications. Despite recent recommendations by defense experts 

and researchers, nation states need to address the prospect of weaponizing quantum computing and restrict export of key 

aspects of the technology. Exports of certain technologies are already limited under the International Traffic in Arms 

Regulations (ITAR) or Export but quantum computing currently is not. Under ITAR, the Department of State manages 

the export of dedicated military technologies with the United States Munitions List (USML), while its‟ schemes address 

international law frameworks that support nonproliferation of nuclear, chemical, biological, and missile technologies [59], 

there are currently no schemes adequately address quantum computing. Several bills have been introduced, but none 

passed, that would impose limits on the export of quantum technologies to China, including those related to quantum 

computing and simulation: China Technology Transfer Control Act of 2019, S. 1459, H.R. 3532; Fair Trade with China 

Enforcement Act, S. 2, H.R. 704; Uighur Intervention and Global Humanitarian Unified Response (UIGHUR) Act of 

2019, H.R. 1025; and United States Export Finance Agency Act of 2019, H.R. 3407 (CRS, 2020). Research to propose 

new regulatory rules could help to overcome these challenges and effectively control potential threats from new 

technologies without stifling innovation.  
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